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Dear Commissioner
RE: Victorian Federal distribution - Renaming of the Division of Corangamite
I am writing on behalf on the Borough of Queenscliffe (Borough) to lodge our objection to
the proposal to rename the Division of Corangamite.
The Borough has no objection to the proposed boundary changes resulting from the
redistribution.
The Borough acknowledges the remarkable work of Margaret Elizabeth Tucker MBE and
agrees that she is an indigenous women worthy of honour and recognition. The Borough
would respectfully suggest, however, that the acknowledgement would have deeper
meaning if the division named in her honour was part of Yorta Yorta country.
The Borough have spoken with the Wadawurrung Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation
who, we understand, were not consulted by the Australian Electoral Commission prior to the
selection of Tucker as the name proposed to replace Corangamite. The Wadawurrung
Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation have now been put in a difficult position, and the
Borough’s objection, in part, has been written to highlight the concern we have about the
lack of respect shown to the Wadawurrung Traditional Land Owners through the selection
process.
In addition the Borough has a number of other concerns with the proposed change of name
for the Division of Corangamite.
Selection of the name - Tucker
The Borough notes that Table 1 on page 37 of the proposed redistribution of Victoria into
electoral divisions – Report of the Redistribution Committee for Victoria March 2021
(Report), does not include Tucker as one of the numerous alternative names advocated for
the Division of Corangamite.
The names included in Table 1 do not support the commentary at clause 96 in the Report
drafted as a reason for selecting Tucker which states:

